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Proving that the best things really do come in small packages, Kim Diehl shares 18 cute-as-
can-be quilt designs in this delightful sequel to Simple Whatnots. Dig into your scrap bin, box,
or basket, and get ready to have some quilting fun. And be sure to read Kim's expert advice
sprinkled throughout as Extra Snippet tips to help your sewing time be even more
enjoyable.Dozens of photos offer inspiration for displaying completed quilts on the wall, as
table toppers, draped on a charming school desk or ladder--the options are plentiful! Layer
these little showstoppers with your favorite antiques and collections to bring a bit of sparkle to
even the smallest nooks in your home.
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IntroductionAs a little girl, when Christmas, special holidays, and birthdays rolled around, I
always heard my mama tell me that good things come in small packages. And she was so
right! I learned at an early age that the littlest gifts were often the best, and the same holds true
with small quilts . . . they’re like Christmas and your birthday all wrapped up into one sweet little
package.I love blending and sprinkling quilts both small and large generously throughout my
home to create an air of warmth and welcome. Large quilts are what I consider to be the
building blocks that help anchor the look and feel of each room, but it’s the addition of
thoughtfully placed little quilts that really ramps up the atmosphere, creates small islands of
color, and lends a bit of sparkle. Through the years I’ve learned that nearly any big quilt can be
made small, and a tiny bit of magic happens when you reduce a design from grand in scale to
petite in size—the resulting minis are like little bits of pixie dust straight from the sewing room!
This collection of little quilts features 12 favorites from my Simple Whatnots Club with Henry
Glass Fabrics and, to sweeten the deal, I’ve slipped six fresh new designs into the lineup for a
total of 18 projects just begging to be stitched! You’ll find that this batch of quilts includes a
variety of sizes, shapes, and skill levels to suit your every mood. One of the things I love most
about this collection is that many of the projects are scrappy, making them ideal stash
busters.To help you achieve fantastic results as you stitch and use your small quilts, you’ll find
little hints and helps in the form of “Extra Snippets” scattered throughout this book. Some of
these tidbits of information are things that helped me be successful as I worked through the
project steps, and others offer a variety of suggestions and ideas for living with and making the
most of your handiwork.Ultimately, my best advice is to remember that quiltmaking is a journey.
Sometimes there are small bumps in the road—just skip on past them and don’t let them slow
you down. As we tackle each new project, our skills naturally improve, so don’t be overly hard
on yourself if you miss the tip of a star point or stitch an intersection that doesn’t quite intersect.



Mistakes are simply learning opportunities in disguise, and when you stitch each new block
and quilt to the best of your abilities, you’ll see your skills flourish and grow!Happy small
stitching,~ Kim

Tongue and GrooveIf you’ve been looking for that perfect first project to get your appliqué
groove on, look no more! The tongue shapes in this little quilt are super easy to master even if
you’ve never sewn a stitch of appliqué, and the scrappy mix of prints sparkles like
jewels.MATERIALSYardage is based on a 42" usable width of fabric after prewashing and
removing selvages.1 fat eighth (9" x 21") of black print A for blocks1 fat eighth of black print B
for blocks36 charm squares (5" x 5") of assorted prints or approximately !^ yard of assorted print
scraps for blocks and border1 fat quarter (18" x 21") of black print C for border1 fat quarter of
complementary print for binding!] yard of fabric for backing21" x 21" square of battingSupplies
for your favorite appliqué methodCUTTINGCut all pieces across the width of the fabric in the
order given unless otherwise noted. Step-by-step instructions for my invisible machine-appliqué
method begin on page 121, or you can substitute your own favorite method. The large and
small tongue appliqué patterns are provided on page 11.From black print A, cut:3 strips, 2½" x
21"; crosscut into 18 squares, 2½" x 2½"From black print B, cut:3 strips, 2½" x 21"; crosscut
into 18 squares, 2½" x 2½"From each of 28 charm squares, cut:1 square, 2½" x
2½" (combined total of 28)1 large tongue appliqué (combined total of 28)1 small tongue
appliqué (combined total of 28)From each of the remaining 8 charm squares, cut:1 large
tongue appliqué (grand total of 36, with previously cut appliqués)1 small tongue appliqué
(grand total of 36, with previously cut appliqués)From black print C, cut:6 strips, 1¾" x 21";
crosscut into 56 squares, 1¾" x 1¾"From the binding print, cut:4 strips, 2½" x 21" (for my
chubby-binding method provided on page 127, reduce the strip width to 2")FINISHED QUILT
SIZE: 16½" x 16½" FINISHED BLOCK SIZE: 2" x 2"Designed, appliquéd, pieced, and hand
quilted by Kim Diehl.APPLIQUÉING THE BLOCKS1. Fold each black A and B 2½" square in
half, right sides together, and use a hot, dry iron to lightly press a center vertical crease.2. Fold
each large and small tongue appliqué in half vertically, right sides together, and finger-press a
crease.3. Choosing the prints randomly, select a large and small tongue appliqué. Position the
large appliqué onto a prepared black A square, with the bottom raw edges flush and the
vertical creases aligned to perfectly center the appliqué from side to side. Pin or baste the
appliqué in place. Use your favorite method to stitch the appliqué to the black square. In the
same manner, add and stitch the small appliqué. Repeat to appliqué 18 black A blocks. Using
the black B squares, repeat to appliqué a total of 18 black B blocks. Each block should
measure 2½" square, including the seam allowances.PIECING THE QUILT CENTERSew all
pieces with right sides together using a ¼" seam allowance. Press the seam allowances as
indicated by the arrows or otherwise specified.1. Lay out three appliquéd black A squares and
three appliquéd black B squares in alternating positions. Join the squares. Press. Repeat to
piece a total of three #1 rows measuring 2½" x 12½", including the seam allowances.2. Repeat
step 1, reversing the positions of the black A and B squares, to piece a total of three #2 rows
measuring 2½" x 12½", including the seam allowances.3. Lay out the #1 and #2 rows in
alternating positions to form the quilt center. Join the rows. Press. The pieced quilt center
should measure 12½" square, including the seam allowances.EXTRA SNIPPETSavor Your
Quilt DisplayWine racks can provide a perfect and unexpected way to showcase your small
quilts, and best of all, there are tons of styles and sizes available to suit your decorating needs.
Simply choose a variety of little quilts that “play nicely” and complement each other, and then
fold, roll, and slide them into the bottle openings. You’ll discover there’s no need to display



these little works of art completely open, because when grouped together in this way, they
make a huge impact!PIECING AND ADDING THE BORDER1. Use a pencil and an acrylic
ruler to draw a diagonal sewing line from corner to corner on the wrong side of each black C
1¾" square. Layer a prepared black C square onto one corner of a print 2½" square as shown.
Stitch the pair together along the drawn line. Fold the resulting inner black triangle open,
aligning the corner with the corner of the bottommost square. Press. Trim away the layers
beneath the top triangle, leaving a ¼" seam allowance. In the same manner, add a black C
triangle to the opposite corner of the square. Repeat to piece a total of 28 border blocks
measuring 2½" square, including the seam allowances.2. Lay out six border blocks end to end
in a zigzag pattern. Join the blocks. Press. Repeat to piece a total of four zigzag border strips
measuring 2½" x 12½", including the seam allowances. Reserve the remaining four border
blocks.3. Referring to the quilt assembly diagram, join a zigzag border strip to the right and left
sides of the quilt center. Press. Join a reserved border block to each end of the remaining two
zigzag border strips. Press. Join these strips to the top and bottom edges of the quilt center.
Press.COMPLETING THE QUILTLayer and baste the quilt top, batting, and backing. Quilt the
layers. The featured quilt was hand quilted in the big-stitch method with the appliqués outlined
to emphasize their shapes, and all quilt-center blocks were stitched in the ditch (along the
seam lines). The zigzag border was stitched in the ditch, with echoed V-shaped lines stitched
in the black portions of the blocks, and the assorted print portions stitched from corner to
corner through the center. Join the binding strips to make one length and use it to bind the
quilt.To download and print a PDF of this pattern, go to

Spooling AroundThere’s something so completely satisfying about merging favorite patchwork
motifs into one new and unique block. This sweet and petite quilt is quick to piece, super
approachable if you’d like to dabble in a little hand quilting, and easy to nestle into the smallest
of spaces!MATERIALSYardage is based on a 42" usable width of fabric after prewashing and
removing selvages.8 charm squares (5" x 5") of assorted prints for block stars and star
backgroundsScraps at least 3" x 5½" each of 4 assorted brown prints for spools1 fat eighth (9"
x 21") of cream print A for blocks1 fat eighth of cream print B for sashing and inner border1 fat
eighth of medium blue print for middle border1 fat eighth of chestnut print for sashing square
and outer border1 fat quarter (18" x 21") of dark brown print for binding!] yard of fabric for
backing20" x 20" square of battingCUTTINGCut all pieces across the width of the fabric in the
order given, unless otherwise noted. Separate the assorted print charm squares into 4 prints
for the stars and 4 prints for the star backgrounds.From each of the 4 charm squares chosen
for the stars, cut:1 square, 2" x 2" (combined total of 4)8 squares, 1¼" x 1¼" (combined total of
32)Keep the pieces organized by print into star sets.From each of the 4 charm squares chosen
for the star backgrounds, cut:3 strips, 1¼" x 5"; crosscut into:4 rectangles, 1¼" x 2" (combined
total of 16)4 squares, 1¼" x 1¼" (combined total of 16)Keep the pieces organized by print into
star background sets.From each of the 4 assorted brown prints, cut:2 rectangles, 1¼" x
5" (combined total of 8)From cream print A, cut:3 strips, 1¼" x 21"; crosscut into:16 squares,
1¼" x 1¼"8 rectangles, 1¼" x 3½"From cream print B, cut:4 strips, 1¼" x 21"; crosscut into:2
rectangles, 1¼" x 11¾"2 rectangles, 1¼" x 10¼"4 rectangles, 1¼" x 5"From the medium blue
print, cut:4 strips, 1" x 21"; crosscut into:2 rectangles, 1" x 11¾"2 rectangles, 1" x 12¾"From
the chestnut print, cut:4 strips, 1¾" x 21"; crosscut into:2 rectangles, 1¾" x 12¾"2 rectangles,
1¾" x 15¼"1 square, 1¼" x 1¼"From the dark brown print, cut:4 binding strips, 2½" x 21" (for
my chubby-binding method provided on page 127, reduce the strip width to 2")FINISHED
QUILT SIZE: 15¼" x 15¼" FINISHED BLOCK SIZE: 4½" x 4½"Designed, pieced, and hand



quilted by Kim Diehl.PIECING THE SPOOL BLOCKSSew all pieces with right sides together
using a ¼" seam allowance. Press the seam allowances as indicated by the arrows or
otherwise specified.1. Select one set of star print patchwork pieces, one set of complementary
star background print pieces, two brown 1¼" x 5" rectangles cut from a single print, two cream
A 1¼" x 3½" rectangles, and four cream A 1¼" squares. Use a pencil and an acrylic ruler to
draw a diagonal sewing line from corner to corner on the wrong side of each of the eight star-
print 1¼" squares and the four cream 1¼" squares. Set the prepared cream squares aside for
later use.2. Layer a prepared 1¼" star square onto one end of a star background 1¼" x 2"
rectangle. Stitch the pair together along the drawn line. Fold the resulting inner triangle open,
aligning the corner with the corner of the rectangle. Press. Trim away the layers beneath the
top triangle, leaving a ¼" seam allowance. In the same manner, use a second prepared 1¼"
star square to add a mirror-image triangle to the remaining end of the rectangle. Repeat to
piece a total of four star-point units measuring 1¼" x 2", including the seam allowances.3. Lay
out the four star-point units, the four star background 1¼" squares, and one star print 2" center
square in three horizontal rows. Join the pieces in each row. Press. Join the rows. Press. The
pieced star unit should measure 3½" square, including the seam allowances.4. Using the
reserved prepared cream A 1¼" squares and the two brown 1¼" x 5" rectangles, refer to step
2 to stitch a triangle and a mirror-image triangle to the rectangle ends as shown. The two
pieced brown rectangles should measure 1¼" x 5", including the seam allowances.5. Lay out
the two pieced brown rectangles, the star unit from step 3, and the two cream A 1¼" x 3½"
rectangles in three horizontal rows. Join the cream rectangles to the star unit. Press. Join the
rows. Press. The pieced Spool block should measure 5" square, including the seam
allowances.6. Repeat steps 1–5 to piece a total of four Spool blocks.PIECING THE QUILT
CENTERLay out the four Spool blocks, the four cream B 1¼" x 5" rectangles, and the chestnut
1¼" square in three horizontal rows. Join the pieces in each row. Press. Join the rows. Press.
The pieced quilt center should measure 10¼" square, including the seam allowances.EXTRA
SNIPPETQuilt BouquetsTo easily display your little quilts, try folding them with the bound
edges positioned in the center (I sometimes lay a small hand towel on top of the folded surface
to add bulk and make them more substantial), and then roll them up jelly roll style. Arrange
these rolled quilts into a large basket or decorative container to form a “bouquet,” and then
place them on top of cabinets or cupboards to add an extra pop of color to your room.
Grouping arranged baskets and adding additional containers with little quilts spilled over the
brim makes a big impact in the room and lets you take advantage of spaces that might
otherwise go unused.
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George-y, “Great collection of small quilts. According to the book's introduction, 12 of the quilt
designs were previously published as part of the Simple Whatnots club plus there's 6 new
designs. (Since I never subscribed to the club, all of these designs are new to me.)The largest
quilt (Idaho Lilly) is made up of 8" blocks and measures 27.5" square. The smallest project
(Fair and Square) finishes at only 7" square and is made of 1.5" nine patch blocks. The cover
quilt (Cotton Blossoms) measures 24.5" Quilt instructions are easy to follow and the Extra
Snippet information that addresses best practices and how to effectively display little quilt is
helpful.Many of the quilt designs are ones that I wouldn't rush right in to make; however, there
are some that I found very appealing. For example, Spooling Around (15.25" square) consists
of 4 spool blocks each with a star in the center. I would like to make and hang that quilt in my
sewing room. The cover quilt and Idaho Lilly are also projects I would like to make. The book
was a very good reminder that you can take any orphan block you already have and turn it into
a mini quilt simply by adding borders. One of the projects titled Henpecked (10.5" x 11.5") is
simply made of 1" half square triangles (HST) all set with the dark aiming one direction and
then borders added. Who doesn't have a container (or several containers) of little HSTs left
over from a project that had flippy corner units?If offered purchase do-over, would I buy the
book again? You betcha! (Can you tell that I'm a bit of a Kim Diehl fan girl? If you haven't
seen it, the first Simple Whatnots book is also very good...as is all of Kim's "Simple..." books.)
Happy quilting/dreaming.”

Mariglee Ekins, “Fun and different mini-quilt patterns. I saw an online trunk show of the quilts
from this book and fell in love with all of them! I ordered the book before it was available even!
The quilt patterns are well written and the photography of the quilts and various other things
make the book feel vintagy-special! So far I have made 2 of these Whatnot quilts and have my
eye on 2 more before I return to bigger quilts for a bit.”

Sueann Kingkade, “Color. Everything Kim Diehl touches is pure gold! Her eye for color and
sense of adventure shines through with each new design. I just cannot get enough!”



bveinotte, “Great Projects. I have loved Kim’s quilt projects for years. Her appliqué method is
easy to do and gives great results. I loved all these small quilt projects. Now to decide which
one to make first.”

Audubon Library, “Another great quilt book.. Another great quilt book by Kim Diehl”

Vicki, “I love making mini quilts!. Kim Diehl is one of my favorite designers.I love her use of
color and the tips through out the book.”

Patti Wagner, “++. Beautiful photos+”

Jeanette, “Great little quilts. Excellent book. So many quilts so little time”

Bonita Blanchard, “Very beautiful quilt patterns.. I love all of the patterns. Thank you..”

DMF, “Lots of ideas.. Kim Diehl books are always beautiful to look at. Enjoyed the photos and
colorways.  Always inspires me to get back to the sewing machine and create.”

Danielle MICHON, “Que les livraisons se font en temps et en heure, c'est appréciable. Ce livre
est là pour me donner des idées de patchwork”

mary dupire, “La créativité de Kim. Patchwork.  Tout aimé”

The book by Kim Diehl has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 200 people have provided feedback.
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